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Use the article titled “Invasion from Mars” by Howard Koch on pages 175-185 in your student 
readers to answer the questions below.                                                                  
 
Directions 
   Read the play.  Then answer questions 1 and 2. 
 

1. What feeling does the author create in paragraphs 1 to 3 on page 185? Use two details 
from the story to support your response.  

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________  
 

2. What character trait most helps newsman Carl Phillips stay and continue to report on 
the crash landing of the mysterious cylinder?  Use two details from the story to support 
your response.   

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
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______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________ 
______________________________
______________________________ 
 

 
 
 
Use the article titled “Invasion from Mars” by Howard Koch on pages 175-185 in your student 
readers to answer the question below. 
 
Directions 
Read the play.  Then answer question 3. 

 

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

3.  The crowd’s feelings about the mysterious cylinder change at different times in the 

story.  When do the crowd’s feelings change?  Use two details from the radio play to 

support your response.  
 

In your response be sure to  

 explain how the crowd feels about the mysterious cylinder at different times in the 

play  

 explain when the crowd’s feelings change 

 use details from the play to support your response 
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_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________ 
_________________________________ 
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Exemplary Response - 2 Point 

 
Reading/Writing Standard(s) RL.4.1 
RL.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the text. 
W4.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and 
information. 
 
Stem Used:  What feeling does the author create in paragraphs # to #? Use two details from 
the story to support your response.     
      
p. 185 

 
Possible Exemplary Response: 
 In paragraphs 1 through 3, the author creates a feeling of increasing fear and panic.  
Listeners begin to realize the crowd and newsman have become much more cautious than 
curious.   The newsman describes a hump figure coming out of the pit with a small beam of light 
against a mirror.  Then suddenly the beam of light turns into jets of flames striking the advancing 
men head on turning them into flame.   In paragraph 3 the newsman reports the whole field is 
on fire.  Finally, the stage directions read, “screams and unearthly shrieks,” and “crash of 
microphone...then dead silence,” indicating that the crowd has caught fire and died, terrifying 
the listening audience. 
  
 
Possible Details to Include: 
 
● Other relevant text-based details 
 
Score Points: 
Apply 2-point rubric. 

 

1. What feeling does the author create in paragraphs 1 to 3 on page 185? Use two details 
from the story to support your response.  

 _________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
__ 
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Exemplary Response - 2 Point 
 

Reading/Writing Standard(s) RL.4.3 
RL.4.3 Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on specific 
details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions). 
W4.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and 
information. 
 
Stem Used: What character trait most helps [character] do X?  Use two details from the story to 
support your response.   
       
p. 181 

 
Possible Exemplary Response: 
 The character trait that most helps newsman Carl Phillips stay and continue to report on 

the crash landing of the mysterious cylinder is determination.  As the drama unfolds and the 

object begins to open up, Phillips exclaims, “Ladies and gentlemen, this is the most terrifying 

thing I have ever witnessed.”  However, the newsman stays on site, backing away behind a rock 

wall, determined to get the whole story. He says, “I’ll have to stop the description until I’ve taken 

a new position. Hold on, will you please, I’ll be back in a minute.” Despite the fact that the field 

is on fire and people are being attacked, Carl remains to report on the event because of his 

determination. 

 
Possible Details to Include: 
 
● Other relevant text-based details 
 
Score Points: 
Apply 2-point rubric. 
 

 
 

2. What character trait most helps newsman Carl Phillips stay and continue to report the crash 
landing of the mysterious cylinder?  Use two details from the story to support your response.   
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Exemplary Response - 4 Point 

 
Reading/Writing Standard(s) RL.4.3, W.4.4 
RL.4.3 Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on specific 
details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions). 
 
W.4.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience 
 
Stem Used: [Character]’s feelings about X change at different times in the story.  When do his 
feelings change? Use details from the story to support your response.   
           
pp. 175-185 
 
Use the article titled “Invasion from Mars” by Howard Koch on pages 175-185 in your student 
readers to answer the question below.  
 
Directions 
   Read the play.  Then answer question 3. 

 
Possible Exemplary Response: 
 The crowd’s feelings about the mysterious cylinder change at different times in the story.  

In the beginning of “Invasion from Mars a Radio Play,” the crowd is curious and shows little fear 

about the unknown object. On page 177 during Phillips’ interview with Mr. Wilmuth, listeners 

are told that the policemen are pushing the crowd back. This shows that the crowd is close to the 

unknown object, wanting to see as much as it can.  On page 180 the newsman even reports, “One 

man wants to touch the thing . . . he’s having an argument with a policeman.” 

 However, as the creature slowly emerges from inside the cylinder, the crowd becomes 
more guarded, and the newsman reports, “The crowd falls back. They’ve seen enough.”   
 By the end of the play, the crowd is scared. On page 185, as the alien comes out, it is 
reported that “there’s a jet of flame springing from the mirror, and it leaps right at the advancing 

3.  The crowd’s feelings about the mysterious cylinder change at different times in the 

story.  When do the crowd’s feelings change?  Use two details from the radio play to 

support your response.  
 

In your response be sure to  

 explain how the crowd feels about the mysterious cylinder at different times in the 

play  

 explain when the crowd’s feelings change 

 use details from the play to support your response 
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men. It strikes them head on!” (screams and unearthly shrieks).  The newsman exclaims, “Ladies 
and gentlemen, this is the most terrifying thing I have ever witnessed.”  In the end, the crowd 
changes from curious to cautious to terrified as the alien attacks, burning everyone and 
everything in the farmer’s field. 
. 
Possible Details to Include: 
● Other relevant text-based details 
 
Score Points: 
Apply 4-point rubric 
 
 
 


